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ADAPTATION, AUTO.TUNING AND SMART CONTROLS

Karl Johan Asrrom
Lund lnsti¡ute of Technology. S-221 00 Lund. Sweden

Absrract. This paper rcviews somc advances in adaprive conrrol that have
occured since cPC[. This includes theoretical devetopment, auto-tuning and
industrial use. Thc possibility to use a coltection of different â¡gorithms for
estimation, control design and monitoring which are coordinated by an experr
system is a new emerging concept which is beginning to bc exptored.

Kevwords. Adaptive Controt; Robustness; Automatic Tuning; Expert
Control; Knowledgc Based Systems.

1. INTRODUCT¡ON

Therc havc been significant advances in adaptivc control after the cpcll
which was held in January of 1g81. Theory and atgorithm have been improved.
More important howcver is thc emergence of several industrial products for
industrial process control. Leeds and Northrup announced their Electromax v
which is a single loop controlter with a self-tuning option in 19g1. The swedish
cómpany ASEA announced their Novatune, which is a small DDC system with
several adaptivc modules, in 1992. Three adaptive controllers were announced in
1984. Thc British company Turnbull controls introduced their TCS 63ss
auto-tuning controllcr, which is a single loop regulator with adaptive and
ãuto-tuning facilities. Thc swedish company NAF controls announced their
Autotuner which is based on a novel scheme to tunc ptD regulators. Foxboro
announccd the adaptive single loop rcgulator Exact. Therc arc also sevcral other
adaptivc controlters which have becn announced or which are about to appear.

Publishcd in M. Morari a¡¡d R S. McAvoy (cdr.), Ch¿miæl P¡occtt Coætml - CPC il1,
P¡oc. 3rl Int. Cont. Chemica,I Procct¿ Cortrol, Atilomor,
1986, pagca 427-4æ.
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428 ADAPîIVE CONTROL

Today thcrc are several thousand loops under adaptive control. The practical
cxpcrienccs fro¡a their opcråtion is naturauy accumulating. A description of
somc cxpcrienccs arc givcn in the papcr (Dumont, 1gg6).

The products arc bascd on differcnt concepts and diffcrent regutator
structures. The demands on the uscr arc arso quite differcnt both with respect
to op€rationer issucs and in thc effort required to understand how they work.
Most producG arc based on the pID atgorithm but thcrc are a few that uses
other types of algorithms. somc use the traditional approach to âdaptive contro¡
bascd on recursivc para¡ücter estimation and automatic contror design, but
others arc using nonconvcntional methods for cstimation and contror design. The
Foxboro Exac¡ uses an heuristic design method which mimics thc tuning
proccdure uscd by en opcrator. The NAF Autotuner uses a novel mcthod to
determinc the proccss dynamics based on rctay oscittation.

Most adaptivc schcmes currcntry uscd can bc charactcrized as tocar
gradient algorithms. This means that given good initiar valucs they wilI drivc the
systcm towards e vêry good performance. Thc effort required to obtain thc
initial values or the prior knowredge may be. substantiar. severar adaptive
systems therefore have what is carted a "pretunc modc.' which typicauy us€s a
pulse test to obtain the required prior knowledge. The eutotuner is different
because it requires very littlc prior knowredge. It arso generates thc test signars
automaticâlly. There is also a growing ewareness of the need for safeguards to
ensure that the adaptive regurators work wet under at possibte operating
conditions.

The purposc of this paper is to took at some of the approaches to adaptive
control their strengths and we.aknesses. In doing so it is found that systems
with very attraclive properties can bc obtained by combining several different
approaches. An eutotuner can be used to arrive at a simple control law in a
robust way. The informationrgathered by the autotuner can arso be used to
derive the prior information required by more sophisticated adaptive schemes.
we will thus arrive at a systeE which contains several different algorithms. To
monitor their operation it is then usefut to introducc algorirhms which supervise
the operation of the systcm and which can initiate switching between algorithms.
lr is clear thet a system of this type will involve a substantial amount of
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heuristic logic. É<pert system methodologies provide â systematic approach for
dealing with this logic. The term expert control is therefore coined to describe

syste¡us of this typc. Once thc expert system approach is taken it is also

possible to obtain control systems with learning functions.

The purpose of this pap€r is to pinpoint some of these interesting

developments that have taken place. The paper is organized as follows. The

auto-tuner which is a simple and robust way to design systems with "push

button tuning" is described in Section 2. The technique can also be used as a

pre-tune mode for more complicated adept¡vc regulators. Conventional adaptive

control based on recursive pârameter estimation and control design is discussed

in Section 3. The focus of the presentation is on algorithmic development. Some

advances in adaptive control theory ere presented in Section 4. This includes

stability, convergence, robustness and universal stabilizers. Practical aspects on

implementation of auto-tuning and adaptive systems are presented in Section 5.

This is based on some published material on the commercial products and on my

own experience. The discussion clearly indicates that there is a considerable

amount of heuristics in curent implementations. This serves as a motivation for
Section 6 where it is attempted to combine algorithms and heuristics in an

organized fashion by merging the fields of automatic control and expert systems.

Some speculations on the future developmcnt of the field are given in the

conclusions.

2. AUTOTUNING

For a long time the efforts in adaptive control were concentrated to

comparatively complicated control systems. Only moderate interest were given to

adaptation of simple controllers of the PID type. My own interest in this field

started around 1980 when trying to respond to questions like the one posed by
Ray Ash at CPCII: "Why don't you just provide an ordinary PID regularor with
a tuning button?" A novel approach which sotves this problem will be discussed

in this section. This approach was originally presented in Ã,strðm and Hägglund

(1983, 1984 a,bc) and in Hãgglund and Äström (1935 a,b,c). The approach was

mot¡vated by a desire to develop a simple robust tuning scheme which requires
v€ry little prior information. The approach is based on a special technique for
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Fig. 1. Input and output signals for a system under relay feedback.

system identification which automatically Senerates an appropriate test signal and

a variation of the the classical Ziegler-Nichols (19a3) method for control design.

The Basic ldea

The Ziegler-Nichols method is based on the observation that the regulator

parameters can be determined from knowledge of one point on the Nyquist

curve of the open loop system. This point is the intersection of the Nyquist

curve with the negative real axis. lt is traditionally described in terms of the

ultimate gain k. and the ultimate Period T.. tn the original scheme, described in

Ziegler and Nichols (1943), the ultimate gain and period are determined in the

following way: A proportional regulator is connectéd to the system. The gain is

gradually increased until an oscillation is obtained. The gain k. when this occurs

is the critical gain and the oscillation has the critical period. lt is difficult to

perform this experiment âutomaticalty in such a way thât the amplitude of the

oscillation is kept under control.

The autotuner is based on the idea that the ultimate gain and the ultimate

frequency cen b€ determined by introduc¡ng relay feedback. A periodic

oscillation is then obtained. The ultimate Period T" is simply the period of the

oscillation and the critical gain can be determined from the relay amplitude and

the amplitude of the oscillation, see Fig. 1.

If the process attenuates high frequencies so that the first harmonic

coroponent dominates the response it follows that fhe input and the output are

out of phase. Furthermore if the relay amptitude is d it follows from a Fourier

Adaptation. Auto-Tuning and Sman Conrrols 463
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Control of systems with unknown parameters has b€en approachcd from

two points of view autonatic tuning and adaptive control. It has bcen

demonstrated that both approaches lead to controllers which contain numerical

algorithms as well as heuristic logic. Thc approaches arc also complementary

with respect to thc prior information needed. tt has been suggested to use an

cxpert systcm to coordinetc thc different techniques and to add facilities like

monitoring and tables for storing information about the process and its control
systerD. The approach which clearly can be applied to a wide variety of
problcrns s€ems to offer interesting possibilities to combine anatytical and

heuristic approaches. The incorporation of heuristics through At structures
rcsulB in systems that are far morc flexiblc and transparent than selector and

safety-jacket logic. Experience from building exp€rt systems for reat applications

has shown that their power is Eost âppar€nt when the problem considercd is
sufficiently complex. Thls papcr has pointed out that an expert system can

provide a framework for blending numerical atgorithms with this detailed

knowledge of dynamics and process control. This results in a feedback system
with many interesting feätures which includes tearning, store of increased
process knowledgc and explanatory power.
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series expansion that the first harmonic of the input is 4d/r. If the amptitude of
the output is a the process gain is thus ra/4d and the uttimate gain becomes

(1)

Exact analyses of relay oscittations are also available. see Hamel (1949), Tsypkin
(1958) and Âström and Hãgglund (t98aa). The period of an osciltarion can be

determined by measuring the times between zero-crossings. The amplitude may

bc determined from the peak-to-peak values of the output. These estimation

methods are easy to implement because they are based on counting and

comparison only. Simulations and €xtensive experiments on industrial processes

have shown that the simple estimation method works well in comparison with the

more sophisticated estimetion methods. The simple methods also have some

additional advantages, see Ãström (1982).

Control Desisn

when the critical gain k. and the criticat period are known the parameters

of a PID regulator can bc determined by the Ziegter-Nichols rule which can be

expressed as

k T Tc c

4d
rfa

k=
c

kr 2 (2',)

This rule gives a closed loop system which is sometimes too poorly damped.
There are therefore many modifications of the basic Ziegler Nichots rute.

A block diagram of a control system with auto-tuning is shown in Fig. 2.

The system can operate in two modes. ln the tuning mode a relay feedback is
generated as eras discussed above. when a stable limit cycle is established its
amplitude and period are determined as described above and the system is then
switched to the automatic control mode where a conventional plD control law is

used.

The tuner is very easy to use. The process is simply brought to an
equilibrium by setting a constant control signal in manual mode. The tuning is
then activated by pushing thc tuning switch. simpticity is the major advantâge of
the auto-tuner. It is very easy for the operator to use it. lt is also easy to

T.I
cT¿=2 8
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of an auto-tuner.
The system operetes as a rel:¡y controüer in the tuning mode (T)

and as an ordinary PID regulator in the automatic control moae'(Á).

exp¡ain the auto-tuner to the instrument engineers. The properties of the
autotuner are illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows an application to level control in
three cascaded tanks. After bringing the system to an equilibr¡uD the auto-tuner
is initiated. The relay osci¡¡ation then appears. The amplitude measured in the
first half-period indicates that the relay amptitude is too high. The relay
amplitude is therefore reduced. When the oscitlation has stabilized so that the
ampl¡tudes of two consequtiv€ half periods are suffic¡ently close the critical gain
and the critical period are determined end the regutator is switched to normal
PID control. A set point change is later introduced manually. This shows that
the tuning has resulted in a system with good transient behavior.

Prior lnformation

A major advantage of the autotuner is that it requires little prior
information. only two parameters the relay amplitude and the hysteresis width
are required. ln the NAF eutotuner these parameters ere set automatically. The
relay amplitude is initially set to fixed proportion of the output range. The
amplitude is adjusted after one half period to give an output osciuation of
specified amplitude. The modified relay amplitude is stored for the next tuning.
The hysteresis width is set autor!ãtically based on measurements of the
mcasurement noise.

¡ lme
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TABLE I Main Monitorins Table

An entry is made whenevcr there is a
modc switch or a set-point change.

4ól

Il.{

T

Process data is stored in lists in the system data base. It is convenient to have

event lists associated which each of the knowtedge sources l¡sted above. There
will thus bc a main monitoring table a minimum variance control tabte an

auto-tuning table etc. A typical example of such a table is given in Table 1. An
entry is made in this table when there is a major event in the system e.g. e set

point change, a tuning, a switching of control modes etc.

It may be useful to add e few entries in the table such as max and min

values or p€rcent¡le values.. From thc data shown in Tabte 1 it is possibte to

make deductions like: What are the relations between the mean vatues of u and

y? Do thesc relations changc with time? Are there any retations between the

standard deviations and the mean value of the control signal? What are the

pâtterns of the mode switches? Does the system go to tuning mode after large

set point changes? What control modes are used for most of the time? Are
these drastic variations in performance with time and modes? The answers to

these questions will allow us to make inference about the characteristics of the

Process.

A prototype systern of the typ€ outlined above has been implemented by

Ârzén using a VAX lll78} running under VMS is used. The expert system is
implemented in Lisp with the algorithms written in Pascal. Parallel processes are

implemented using the VMS mail box facility. The expert system framework OpS4

is used. The design and some experiments are described in Ärzén (1986).
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DriftDetector

SelfTuning:
SelfTuningRegulation
SelfTuningSupervisor

Learning:
GetRegulatorParameters
SmoothAndStoreRegulatorParameters
Tes tSchedulingHypo thes is

Thc following discussion explains some of thc op€retors or ections that arc

used in the systeru. The "action" MinimumVarianceControl is a primary function

of the regulator. The preconditions for this action include kncwledge of an

appropriate sampling period and models for the process and thc disturbances.

The process zeros ere cancelled in minimum variance control. This may lead to

ringing if the cancelled zeros ¡¡rc not sufficiently well damped. To detect ringing

and to take the appropriate actions it is useful to includc a RingingDetector.

Ringing can bc avoided by increasing the pârenetcr d or by increasing the

sampling period h, sec Âström and Wittenmark (1985). There is a convenient

way to find out if a proccss is under minimum variance control simply by
calculating the eutocorrelation of the process output, see Ãström {1gZO). This

can be used in the MinimumVsrianceSupervisor.

If the process model required for minimum variance controt is not
available a self-tuning regulator may be used. This requires certain
preconditions as was discussed in section 3. If thc prior informetion for a

self-tuner is not available it can be ãttempted to use en auto-tuner, which
requires less prior information. The data obtained from the euto-tuning
experiment can be used to generate initial conditions for the self-tuner. The

performance of a self-tuner depends critical¡y on the process being property
excíted. An F:citationsupervisor can check this. If there is not enough excitation

there are two options. Either to stop the updating or to introduce perturbation

signals. using a PerturbationsignalGenerator. other functions may also be

provided. Assume that it is known that the process dynamics changes with a few
parameters like production. Gainscheduling and learning may then be considered.
This is done by storing control parameters for different operating conditions in
tables.
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Meosured signol ond set

Control s not

Fig. 3. Results obtained applying ân auto-tuner
to level control of three cascaded tanks.

Practical AsDects

There are several practical problems which must be solved in order to
implement an auto-tuner. lt is e.g. necessary to account for measurement no¡se,
level adjustment, saturation of actuators and automâtic adjustment of the
amplitude of the oscillation. ¡t may be advantageous to use other nonlinearities
than the pure relay. A relay with hyster"sis gives a system which is less
sensitive to measurement noise. Measurement noise may give errors in detection
of peaks and zero crossings. A hysteresis in the retay is a simple way to
reduce the influence of measurement noise. Filtering is another possibility. The
estimation schemes besed on teast squares and extended Kalman filtering can be

made less sensitive to noise. Simple detection of peaks and zero crossings in
combination with en hysteresis in the relay has worked very well in practice.
See e.g. Ãström (1982).

The process output may be far from the desired equitibrium condition
when the regulator is switched on. tn such cases it would be desirable to have
the system reach its equilibrium automâtically. For a process with finite
low-frequency gain there is no guarantee that the desired steady state will be
achieved with relay control unless rhe retay amptitude is sufficientty large. To
8uârantee that thc output actually reaches the rcference vatue, it may be
necessary to introduce manual or automatic reset. ¡t is also desirable to adjust
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thc relay amplitude automatically. A reasonable approach is to require that the

oscillation is a given perccntage of thc admissible swing in the output signal.

An lndustrial Apolication

The concept of autotuning has been incorporated into a commercial

regulator manufactured by NAF Controls in Sweden (Bååth and Hãgglund, 1985).

Figure 4 shows an application of this regulator to temperature control in a

distilletion column. The control loop considered had been behaving poorly for a

long time. It was oscillating with th€ s€ttings normally used (K - 8, T¡ - 2000,

and T- - 0). At time 11.30 the regulator was switched to manual. Two hours
later the output had settled rcasonably well and the tuning was initiated at time

14.00. The logic for automatic selection of the noisc limits and the relay
amplitude took about an hour to settle. The measure¡Eent of the period and the

amplitude of thc oscillation sterted about time 15.00. Thc measurement wãs

completed at tirnc 20.00 and the regulator eutomatical¡y switched to automatic

control node. Notice that thc whole procedurc was fully automatic from thc time

14.00 when thc tuning was initiated. Also notice that the scverc disturbances at

time 17.00 - 18.00 did not posê difficulties because ot the robustness facilities

built into the system. Finally observc the good performance of thc regulator

when the tuning was co¡lpletc.

Extensions

There are several extensions of the simple auto-tuner. More information

about the process characteristics can be extracted by analysing the waveform

obtaíned under relay cor¡trol. Improved design methods can also be obtained by

measuring several points on thc Nyquist curve. lt is also easy to determine

severel points on thc Nyquist curve by making relay feedback experiments with

rctays having modified characteristics. A relay with hysteresis has the

describing function shown in Fig. 54. A relay experiment with such a relay

gives determines thc intersection of the Nyquist curve with thc describing

function shown in Fig. 54. Thc dcscribing function can be translated vertically

bí chansing the hyster€sis width. By modifying the re¡ay characterislics wc can

atso obtain the characteristics shown in Fig. 58. Sevcral points can be
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{1983b) lt is shown that the logic for an auto-tuner is very conveniently

implemented using an exp€rt system.

An expcrt systen¡ has the interesting ability to explain its reasoning. This

offers interesting possibilities for thc control problem. We can thus get answers

to questions like. What control law is beeing used? Why was this control law

chosen? What is the current knowledge of the procêss and its environment?

Arc the fluctuations in the process output normal? The word 'expert controlr

has also been used in other conterts. Moore et al. (t98a a,b) have proposed to

use thc exp€rt system in a supcrvisory mode as controt advisors and alarm

advisors. Other applicåtions are given in Trankle and Markosian (1985) and

Sanoff and Wellstead (1985).

An Examole

Thc notion of expert control is itlustrated by an examplc. Consider a simple

regulation loop where the goal is to keep the process output close to a set point

for a wide range of operating conditions. A list of the major operations in the

system is given below.

MainMonitor:
StabilitySupervisor
ComputeMeans AndVariances

AutoTuning
Tune
KcTcEstimator
DeterminePidStructurc
EstimateTimeDelay

BackUpControl:
PidControl
PidSupervisor

FixedGainMinimumVarianceControl:
MinimumVarianceControl
MinimumVarianceSupervisor

RingingDetector
D e gre eS u pe rviso r

Estimation:
PararueterEstimation
Es tinationsupervisor

ErcitationSupervisor
Perturba¡ionSignalGenerator
JumpDetector
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lerowlcdge base. The other part is thc runtine us€r intcrfacc. This contains

explanation facilities thet Eakcs it possiblc to question how ¿ certain fact was

concluded, why a ccrtain csti¡lation algorithm is crecuting e,.c. lt is also possible

to tracc thc cxccution of thc rulcs. The uscr intcrface wan also contain facilirics

to deal with natural language. Fancy graphics can also bc helpful.

Planninr

Expcrt control contâins an element of planning. Consider for example the

act¡ons to bc taken at ank on-line fault, or when it is desired to change

opcrating conditions. Thc dcvclopmcnt of a suitablc plan of actions may be

vicwcd as a search through a large network to reach thc dcsired goal. This

searching and planning in a complex cnvironment is a fundamental activity in At

systems.

Real Time Expcrt Svstem

Expert systems normally interact via an operator who givcs premises and
goals. An interesting espcct of the expert control systenrs ¡s that they can

acquirc knowledge automatically from the environment by inJecting signals into a

system and obscrving responses. Premiscs can also be generated automaticãlly

by signals from thc sensors. lt may take a long t¡me to search through a large

rule basc. ln an cxpert control system it may also happen that premises change

with time. This poses significant problenrs.

Expert Control

The idea of exPcrt control is to hevc a collection of algorithms for control,
sup€rvision and adaptation which are all supervised by an expert system. This

offers several intcresting possibilities. lt was Eentioned in section 4 that
heuristic logic is important for ordinary PID regutators and even more so for
adaptive rcgulâtors. The logic shows up as if-then-else or case statements in the

regulator code. ln many cases the codc for the logic is larger than the code for
the control algorithm. The debugging, modification, and testing of the control
logic can bc vcry time consuming. An exp€rt systenr is a very convenient way
to implement this logic even if it is an overkill for plD control. ln Ãström

Fig. 4. Application of the åuto-tuner to
temperature control in a distillation column.

lmG InG

ß¿G R¿G

Fig. 5. Describing functions of relay with hysteresis and
a relay with a modified hysteresis characteristics,

determined by changing the angle ç. Design techniques based on several points

on the Nyquist curve are discussed in Ãstrom and Hägglund (t98ac), Hägglund

and Ãström (1985).

Auto-Tuninq with Schedulinq

Auto-tuning is a simplc way to reduce uncertainty by experimentation. ln

many cases the characteristics of a process may depend on the operating
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conditions- If it is possiblc to measurc somc variable which correlates well with
the changing proccss dynamics it is possible to obtein a system with interesting
characteristics by combining thc auto-tuncr with a tablc look-up function. when
the operating condition changcs a ncw tuning is performed on demand from the
op€rator- The resulting pårametcrs ar€ storcd in a tab¡e together with the
variablc which characterizcs the opcrating condition. when rhc process has
becn opcrated over a rangê covering thc opcrating conditions rhe regulator
parameters can bc obtained from the table. A new tuning is then required only
when other conditions changc. A system of this rype is semi-automatic because
thc decision to tune rcsts w¡th the opcrator. The system will, however, continue
to reduce the plant uncertainty.

3. ADAPT1VE CONTROL

A block-diagram of a conventional adaptivc regulator is shown in Fig. 6.

Thc adaptive regulator can be thought of as composed of two loops. The inner
loop consists of the process and an ordinary linear feedback regulator. The
paremeters of the regulator are adjusted by the outer loop, which performs
recursive parafleter estimation and control design calculations. To obtain good
cstiBetes it may also be necessary to introduce perturbation signals. This
function is not shown in Fig. 6 in order to keep the figure simple. Notice that
the system may bc viewed as automated nodeling and design.

The block labeled "regulator design" in Fig. 6 represents an on-line
solution to a design problem for a system with known parameters. This is called

the underlying design problem. It is useful to consider this problem because it
gives the charactcristics of the system under the ideal conditions when the
parameters arc known exactly.

The adaptivc regulator shown in Fig. 6 is very flexible. Both model

refcrence adaptive system and self-tuning regulators can be represented by it.
Many different design methods and many different parameter estimation schemes

can be used. Therc are adaptive regulators based on phase- and amptitude

margin design methods, pole-placement, minimum variance control, linear
quadratic gaussian control and optimization methods. An interesting avenue
which have not yet been pursued is to use robust design techniques which
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database. Thc <conclusion> can result in a new fact being added to the data base
or a modification of an cxisting fact. Thc <action> can be to activetc an algorithm
for diagnosis, controt or estimation. These actions are different from those
found in conventional expert systems. The rulebase is often structured in
groups or knowledge sources that contein rules about the same subject. This
simplifies thc seerch.

ln the control application thc rutes represent thc skills about the control
and cstimation problem that wc want to build into the systeE. This includes rhe
appropriate characterization of the algorithms. Judgemental knowledge on when
to apply them and supervision and diagnosis of the system. Thc rules are
introduced by the knowledge engineer via the knowledge acquisition system,
which assists in writing and testing rules.

lnference Enqine

The inference engine processes the rules to arrive at conclusions or to
satisfy goals. lt scans the rules according to a strategy which decides from the
context (current data basc of facts and goals) which production rutes to setect
next. This can be done according to different strategies. tn forward chaining it is
attempted to find all conclusions fr'om a given set of premises. This is typicel for
a data driven operation. ln backward chaining the rules are traced backward
from a given goal to sec if it can bc supported by the current premises. This is

typical for a diagnosis problem. The search can be organized in many different
ways depth first or breadth first. There are also strategies thet use the
complexity of the rules to decide thc order in which they are searched. To
devise efficient search procedures it is often convenient to decompose the rule
base into pieces dealing with related chunks of knowledge. If the rules are
organized in that way it is also possible for a system to focus its ettention on e

collection of rules in certain situations. This can make the search more efficient.

User lnterface

The user interface of a production system can be divided into two parts.
The first part is thc development support that the system gives. This contains
tools such as rule editor and rule browser for development of the system
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Fig. 10. A knowledge based expert system.

base, an inference. engine and a user interface.

The Knowledse Base

The knowledge base consists of data and rules. The data can be separated

into facts, and goals. Examples of facts ere statements like "the control variable

is in the range 0 to 50", "there is hysteresis in the actuator", "the system

appears to be stable", "Pl control is adequate", "deviations are normal". Typical

examples of goals are "minimize the variations of the output", "maintain steady

state control at specified limit", "find out if gain scheduling is necessary" or
"find a scheduling table". Data is introduced into the database by the user or via

the real time knowledge acquisition system. New facts can also be created by the

rules.

The rulebase contains the production rules of the type: "if <premise> then

<conclusion> do <action>". The <premise> represents facts or goals from the
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Prot¿ss þaram.t¿rs

Rcgulator
þaranalatt

Fig. 6. Block diagram of a conventional adaptive regulator

inherently will offer some insensitivity to modeling €rrors. Many different
paremeter estimation schemes have also been used, for example stochastic

approximation, least squares, extended 9nd generalized least squares,

instrumental variables, extended Kalman filtering and the maximum likelihood

method. See Ã,stróm (1983a) which gives an overview and meny references. An
example illustrates a typical case.

Examnle 1. Estimate the parameters of the second order modet

y(t) + aly(t-h) + arv(t-2h) - bru{t-h) + b2u(t-2h) (3)

recursively. Let â. and E. denote the parameter estimates. The control law

u(r) - tor(t) - s.y(t) - sly(t-h) - rru(t-h)
where

to - (t+pr+rr)/(Er*Êr)

.r = [(nr-ârtû! - {or-år)ÊrËr]/x

'o - [(nr-âr)(â2û1-;tû2) * (p2-;2)Ê2]/N

s, - -årrrlÊ,
-t--tlI-b;-arbrbr*'zbi

Dtsign

Rcgulator Proc¿ss

Estimalion

u

!
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gives a closed loop systen xhose pulse transfer function from the
command signal to the output is given by
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signal has sufficient energy content around the cross-over frequency and that it
is so rich in frequency rhat it is persistently exciring. To guarantee a good
model it is thus necessary to monitor the excitation and the energy of the input
signal in the relevant frequency bands. A more detå¡led discussion is found in
Ãström (1984).

6. EXPERT CONTROL

The properties of auto-tuners and adaptive regulators are complimentary.
The auto-tuner requires little prior information. lt is very robust and it can
generate good parameters for a simple controt law. Adaptive regulators like
model reference adaptive controllers or self-tuning regulators can use more
complex control laws with potentially better performance. The self-tuners have
local gradient procedures. starting from reasonably good a priori guesses of
system order, sampling period, and parameters, the algorithms can adjust the
regulator parameters to give a ctosed loop systern with very good performance.

The algorithms will however not work if the prior guesses ere too far off. with
poor prior data they may even give unstablc closed locp systems. This has led
to the development of the safety jackets mentioned previously- The adaptive
algorithms are also capable of tracking a system provided that the parameters do
not change too quickly. lt thus seems natural to try to combine auto-tuners and
adaptive control algorithm. In Ãström and Anton (1984) and Ä,ström et al. (1986)
it was proposed to use an expert systeE for this purpose.

Exoert Svstems

one obJective for expert systems is to develop computer-based modets for
problem solving which are different from physical modeling and parameter
estimation. see Barr and Feigenbaum (1982), Davis (1982), and Hayes-Roth et al.
(1983) ¡t attempts to modet the knowledge and procedures used by a human
exp€rt in solving problems within a well-defined domain. Knowledge

representation is a key issue in expert systems. Many different approaches have
b€en attempted such as first order predicate calcutus (togic), procedural repre-
sentations, semantic networks, production systems or rules. and frames. The
architecturc of a knowledge-based is shown in Fig. 10. ¡t consists of a knowledge

brz + b,
2z+ Pl,'*P2

where

Pt = - 2 u-E'hcor tt¡,/t - ç2
and

-2<ohP2= "
The closed loop system will thus retain the open loop zero and the closed loop
poles correspond to a sampled second order system with bandwidth ûr and
relative damping ç. o

some minor modifications of the control law in the example are needed to
handle bias and integral âction. A detaile.d discussion of these factors is given in
Ä,ström (1979). The commercial regulators, Etectromax v and rcs 6355 are
based on estination of parameters in the model (3). They do, however. use
control design methods which are different from the one used in the example.

The self-tuner shown in Fig. 6 is called an indirect selftuner or en srR
based on est¡mation of an explicit process modet. It is sometimes possible to
reparameterize the process so thât it can be expressed in terms of the regulator
parameters. This gives a significant simplification of the atgorithm because the
design calculations are eliminated. ¡n terms of Fig. 5 the block labelled design
calculations disappears end the regutator parameters are updated directly. This
idea was used in the self-tuning regulator which is based on minimum variance
conlrol and least squares parerBeter estimation given in Äström and wittenmark
(1973). An example illustrates the idea which is also used in the ASEA
Novåtune.

Example 2. The self-tuner discussed in Äström and Wittenmark (1923) is
based on the mathematical model

y(k+d) - s.v(k) + srv(k-t) *...* t. y(k-ns)
s

+ rou(k) +...+ rn u{k-n.} + ¿(k+d) (4)
r

1+p.+p^
fI fzl - L ¿ .m" bl*bz
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regulators with logic se¡ectors which brings up additional nonlinear problems.
An operational industrial PID regutator thus consists of an imptementãtion of the
Equation (16) and some hcuristic togic that takes care of the problems mentioned
above, Although these heuristic factors are of extreme importance for good
control they have not ettracted much interest from theoreticians. They are
instead hidden in practical designs and rarely discussed in the control titerature.
one reason for this is commercial secrecy, enother is that most controt
engineers, being thoroughly indoctrinated by linear system theory, are poorty
equipped to understând nonlinear phenomena. we can thus conclude thàt
practical PIÐ control is not solved by linear theory alone, but thet nonlinearities
plays an important role. They are typica[y handted by logic that surrounds the
linear control law given by Equation (16). The logic is often designed
heuristically.

Heuristic logic is even more important in adaptive conrrol. The fundamental
control law is much more complicated in this case. windup can occur not only
in the integrator but also in the estimãtor. Since there is a perameter estimator
in the loop it is also necessary to safeguard against poor performance of the
esrimator due to poor data e.g. during an instrument failure. The adaptive
algorithms also require some amount of apriori information. An example of the
information needed to apply a general adaptive regutator was given in section 3.
To acquire this information it may be necessary to carry out e preliminary
system identification phase. An empirical evidence of this is the pre_tune phase
which exist in several commercial systems. To obtain a well functioning adaptive
control system it is necessary to provide it with a considerable amount of
heuristic logic. This goes under many names tike safety nets or safety jackets,
Experience has shown that it is quite time consuming to design and test this
heuristic logic. some practical issues are discussed in wittenmark and Äström
(1984). Ir is difficutt to get ¡nformation about what is actually done in pracrical
systems because the manufacturers of adaptive systems are therefore
understandably reluctant to disctose their tricks.

The key issues-io get a robust controiler are good data and an appropriate
¡lodet structure. tt is important that the modet is eccurate at the cross_over
frequency. To obtain a good reduced order model it is essential that the input
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where u is the control variable. y thc measured output and ¿ is a disturbance.

lf ¿ is independent of thc other terrns on the right hand side the minimum

variance control law for the plant (4) is simply

u(k) = - [sov(k) + s1y(k-1] +...* sn y(t-nr)

+ rlu{k-l) *. . .* "rr",r(t-"r)J/16 (s)

The basic self-tuning algorithm can.be described as follows:

Algorithm. Repeat the following steps at each sampling period:

Step 1. Update the estimates of the parameters of the model (4), so that a

weighted sum of squares of the errors e are minimal.

Step 2. Compute the control signat u(k) from pasr data y(k), y(k-t),...,u(k-1),...
using {5) with the estimates obtained from Step 1. o

Notice that when least squâres estimation is used the error c(k+d) will be

uncorrelated with the other tcrms in the right hand side of (4). Also notice thet
no design calculations are required since the paremeters of the regulator (5) are
obtained directly from thc model parameters because of the special model
structure used in (4).

Direct and Indirect Adaotive Control

An advantage of indirect adaptive contror is that many different design
methods can be used. The key issue in analysis of the indirect schemes is to
show that the parameter estimates converge. This will in general require thar
the model structure used is appropriate ând that the input signal is persistently
exciting. To ensure this it may be necessary to introduce perturbation signals.
The direct adaptivc control schemes are simpler than the direct schemes. They
may also work well even if thc model structure used is not correct. The direct
schemes will, however, rcquirc other assumptions.

Prior Knowledcc

The parameter esrimation stcp is a cruciar part in att adaptive schemes. The
sampling period is a critical peramerer when discretc time models are fitted to
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data. The parameter estimation is insensitive to the sampling period if the true
system is actually governed by a low order modet. The sampling period is

however critical when a low order model is fitted to a high order process. A
low order model can bc a very good approximation of a high order system ¡f
the sampling period is reasonably tong. Resutts for short sampling periods can,
however, b€ very poor because the parameters bl and b2 will be

underestimated. the computed gain becornes too high and the ctosed loop
unsteble. Experience indicates that it is not possib¡e to obtain a good model (3)

unless the order of magnitude of the sampling period is known. This means that

it is not possible to construct a universal regulator for process control based

on (3) unless some device for finding the sampling period is devised. For the

regulator in Etample 1 this can be achieved by relating the sampting period to

the desired bandwidth end letting the operator choose it. The adaptive systems

Electromax V and TCS 6355 both require prior knowledge of a time scate which
among others is used to set the sampling period. A fairly elaborate '.pretune.,

scheme is provided to determine the time scale by experimentation in both

systems.

The self-tuning regulator given in Example 2 also requires prior
knowledge. The following data is needed:

h sampling period

d delay in number of sampling periods

n. degree of the polynomial R

r, degree of the polynomial S

À forgetting factor

initial estimâte

initial covariance

high control limits

low control limits

The sampling period is critical âs was discussed above. The ínteger d is also

crucial. The closed loop system ç'ill become unstàble if h and d are

underestimated. The parameters are particularly important. Since the self-tuner
is based on minimum variance control they will directly determine the closed

loop bandwidth. The parameters n" and ns are not particularly critical. A
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The gain will typically Cecrease as 1/t. For algorithms whose gains do not go to

zero the estimates will fluctuatc. The magnitude of the fluctuatlons decreases

with decreasing gain. Selection of suitabte gains in adaptive control algorithms is
thus a compromize between tracking råre and precision. when discussing

convergence rates it is also important to keep in mind that performånce

measures are approximetely guadretic functions of the parameter errors.

Pa ra me te riz at io n

Parameterization is an important issue which enters meny aspects of the

adaptive control problem. The number of parameters is important. with fewer
parameters to estimâte less requirements are imposed on the input signat to

achieve persistent excitation. For direct adaptive controt it is also important to

have a model which is linear in the parameters wes atso emphasized. Different
parameterizations will thus lead to systems having different characteristics.

Finally it is worthwh¡le to observe that the formulation of a generic model

like (7) with all parameters unknown is often a poor model because in practice it
often happens that part of the dynamics is known.

5. PRACTICAL ASPECTS

Some practical aspects on the implementation of adaptive regulators wilt be

given in this section. An ordinary PlD-regulator is first discussed to provide
some perspective. This regulator is ideally described by

t
u(t) = ( 16)

The linear behavior of P¡D-control can be understood very well from this

€quation. Suitable values of the pârameters can be determined. The performãnce

of the closed loop system can be predicted etc. The actual operation of a PID

regulator must however tãke nonlinear behavior into account. It is thus

necessary to consider switching between manuat and automatic operation and

transients duc to pârameter changes. The actuators will saturate for some

pcriod in virtually all applications. This gives rise to problems with windup of

thc integrator. It is also becoming increasingly more common to connect PID
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0t230t93
Fig. 9. Simulation of an integrator with Nussbaum's control law.

Convergence

The behavior of the parameters is an important issue in adaptive controt.
This is also a problem which has been the subject of rnuch theoretical
investigation. A typicâl approach is to assume that the system to be controlled is
known and to investigate the behavior of the estimated parameters. The key
problems have been investigated. problems of this type have also been
investÍgated in connection with determination of convergence conditions, possible
convergence points and convergence rates. These problems have also been
investigated in connection w¡th syster¡ identification, see e.g. Ãström and Eykhoff
(1971). The result depends in complicated way on the process modet, the
disturbances and the estimation algorithm. There is, however, one complication
in the adaptive case because the input to the process is generated by feedback. It
is then more difficult to establish persistency of excitation. The feedback atso
makes the process input corretated with the disturbances.

A few simple observations can be made. lf there are no disturbances, if the
process input is persistently exciting and if the model structure is appropriate
then the paråroeters can be determined exactly in a finite number of sampling
periods. A recursive esti¡lation algorithm which achieves this has time-variable
gain. A constant gain algorithm wilt give exponential convergence. The situation
is quitc different when there are random disturbances. tt is then necessary to
have algorithms with decreasing gain in order to obtain estimates that converge.
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calculation of covariances of inputs and outputs wilt show if they are too small,
see.Âström (1970). The parameter ) determines the trade-off between the
tracking ability and the steady slatc variance of the recursive parameter
estimator. The parameters 0o and Po determine the initial transient of the
estimãtor but are otherwise unessential.

ln control system design it is frequently necessary to make a trade-off
between the response time and the size of the control signat. In minimum
variance control this trade-off is made indirectly via setection of the sampling
period. The regulator gain decreases and the response time increases with
increasing sampling period. The minimum variance control law cannot handle

nonminimum phase system because the process zeros ere canceled by the
controller. By increasing the sampling period and the delay d used in the
adaptive control law the problems with nonminimum phase systems will,
however, disappear. see Äström and wittenmark (1985). sampling of a stable

system, with nonzero steady state gain, always gives a minimum phase sampled

syster¡ provided the sampling period is sufficientty tong. see .Ãström et al.
(1984). This is atso true for unstable systems provided that the unstabitity is
caused by a single pole. The quality of the approximation by a tow order system
will also be improved when the sampting period is increased. The drawbacks
with a long sampling period are slow responses to disturbances and changes in
the set point. Nolice that a sampled data system runs open loop between the
sampling instants.

Predictive Control

There have recently been a considerable interest in adaptive regulators
based on predictive control. such regulators are based on estimation of models
of the type

y(k+d) - sov(k) + sly(k-1) +...+ snsy(k-ns)

+ r-du(k+d) +...+ r_lu(k+1 )

+ rou(k) +...+ rn u(f_n ) + c(k+d) (6)

The specifications are often expressed in terms of the desired step response of
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the closed loop system which is easy to describe to thc operator. There are
many different algorithms of this typc e.g. the cxtended horizon minimum
variance control (Ydstie, 1984) and crtended prediction self-adaptive controls (de

Keyser and Van Cauvcnbcrghe, 1982, 1985; dc Keyscr et e¡.. 1985). There arc
also variations based on linear quadratic optimizâtion criteria. See peterka

(1984), the Musmar a¡gorithm Mosca et at. (1982) and Lemos and Mosca (19SS).

These algorithms are also related to dynamic matrix contro¡ (Cutler and

Ramaker, 1980) and model predicrive conrrol (Richalet er al., 19Zg). which is

dealt with at length in Session ¡lI of this Eceting. There are also multivariable
extensions of the algorithms (Rouhani and Mehra. 1982).

4. THEORY

Theory has different roles in analysis and design of edaptive control
systerus. Analysis aimed at understanding specific atgorithms is one goal.

creation of new adaptive control laws is another role. Adaptive systems are
complex and difficult to analyse because they arc inherentty nonlinear. progress

in theory has been slow and much work remains before a reasonably complete

coherent theory is available.

Because of the complex behavior of adaptive systems it is necessary to
consider them from several points of view. Theories of nonlinear systems,

stability, system identification, recursive estimation, convergence of stochastic

algorithms and optimal stochastic control atl contribute to the understanding of
adaptive systems.

Generic Problems

A considerable effort has been devoted to construction of models which
can serve as prototypes for general adaptive problems. The early work
concentrated on systems where lhere was only a variation in the process gain.

Much attention wes later devoted to single-input single-output systems described

by thc equation

r(q)v(t) - B(q)u(t) + v(t) (71

In this model u is the control variable. y is the measured output and v is a

Adaptation, Auto-Tuning and Smart Controls .15 I

deal with uncertainties in the process model. A special class of systems were
genereted as attempts of solving the following problem which was proposed by
Morse (1983). Consider the system

dv
ã'i-"Y*ut'

where a and b are unknown coristants. Find a feedback law of the form

u = f (o,y)

which stabilizes the system for all a and b. Morse conjectured that there are no

rational f and g which stabilize the system. Morse's conjecture was proven by

Nussbaum (1983) who also showed that there exist nonrational f and g which

stabilize the system, e.g. the following functions

¡(e,V) = (y-r) 02cos 0

s(0,v) = (v-r)2

This correspond to proportional feedback with the gain

k o 82cos o

The behavior of Nussbaum's regutator can be described as follows: Sweep the

regulator gain k over positive and negative vatues. Find a way to stop the sweep

rapidly if a stable system ¡s obtained. Figure 9 st¡ows a simulation of this

control law applied to an integrator with unknown gain. Notice thet the regutator

is initialized so that the gain has the wrong sign, tn spite of this the regutator

recovers and changes the gain appropriately. Nussbaum's regutator is of

considerable principal interest because it shows that the assumption A2 is not

necessary. The control law is, however, not necessarily a good control law in a

praclical situation because it may generate quite viotent control actions. The

inirial conditions for the simulation shown in Fig. 9 were in fact chosen quite

carefully.

Nussbaums work has created a lot of ¡nterest. A clever muttivariable

cxtension is given by Mårtensson (1985 a,b).

v0
d0
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gain ky becomes roo high- A device, which has been proposed to keep the
pårameters bounded, is to modify the equetion for updating the parameters from

d0
&=-kçe

as in (9) to

3?=-kse-co
This is referred to as introducing "teakage" in the estimator, see loannou and
Kokotovic (1983). By stopping the updãring when the error is small the drifr of
the parameters atong the equilibrium line -.vill also be eliminated. This is also
referred to as e "dead zone". ¡t was introduced in Egardt (lg7g) and has later
been explored in Narendra and petersen (19g1). A technique of making the
dead-zone adaptive is discussed in Goodwin (1986). All practical adaptive
regulators have used some device of this nature to switch off the adaptation
when there is little information to be gained from the process inputs and
outputs.

system identification theory gives another way to explain the difficulty
illustrated in Fig. 8. A step input is only persistenrly exciting of order 1. This
means thet only one parameter can be determined reliably and that any attempt
to determine more perameters is futile. This can be used for diagnosis as.
discussed in wittenmark and Âströrn (19ga). It also suggests rhat the problem
can be avoided by introducing perturbations which will allow all parameters to
be reliably determined. This is discussed in Ä,strðm (19g4). The usefurness of
perturbations to gain useful information about the parameters is also suggested
by dual controt theory, see Ã,srröm (1983a).

Another interesting fact that has emerged from recent analysis ¡s that
there is a difference between the case of continuous time and discrete time
regulators. In Rohrs et al. (1995) it is shown that unmodeled continuous
dynamics is significantly reduced by the operation of sampting.

Universal Stabilizers

Adaptive contror systems are nonlinear systems with a speciar structure.
They are often designed based on thc idea of autonating modeling and design. tt
is natural to ask íf there are other types of nonlinear controls which also can
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disturbance. A and B are polynomials in the forward shift operator i.e

A(q) = qt*"rqn-l*...*"r, and g(q) - boen*...*b.

Multivariable systems where u and y are vectors and A and B are matrix
polynomials have also been explored.

The model (7) represents a system where the syste¡r¡ dynamics is rota[y
unknown. ln many applications the s¡tuation is quite different because the system
is partially known. This situation has not been investigated much because each
problem has a special structure.

It is customary to separate the tuning and the adaptation problem. In the
tuning problem it is assumed that the process to be controlled has constant but
unknown parameters. In the adaptation problem it is assumed thãt the
parameters are changing. Many issues are much easier to handle in the tuning
problem. The convergence problem is to investigate if the parameters converge
to their true values. The coresponding problem is much more difficutt in the
adaptive case because the târgets are moving. The estimation algorithms are the
same in tuning and adaptation. They can be described by

(t+r¡ - e(t) + p(r)i,(t)[y(t+r) _ e(t)o(r)] (B)

The gain matrix P behaves, however, very differently in the two cases. lt goes

to zero in the tuning case as t increases but it does not converge to zero in the
adaptive case.

Stabilitv

ståbility is a basic requirement on a control system. Much effort has also
been devoted to anatysis of stability of adaptive systems. It is important to keep
in mind that the stability concepts for nonlinear differentiat equations refer to
stability of a particutar solutíon. It is thus often the case that one solution is
stable and another one unstable.

stability theory has been the major inspiration for the development of
model reference adaptive systeÞs. Many attempts were made to provide stability
proofs during the seventies. several crucial issues were however overlooked
ånd ¡t was not until 1980 that correct stability proofs appeared. see Egardt
(1979). Fuchs (1979). Goodwin et ar. (r980), Gawthrop (rgso), de Larminar
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(1979), Morse {1980), and Narendra er al. (1980). An eleganr formalism for the
proof has recently been published by Narendra and Annaswamy (19g4).

Assumptions for stebilitv proof. The following assumptions are essentiat
for the stability proof.

(41) the relative degree d = deg A - deg B is known,
(.A'2) the sign of the leading coefficient bO of the potynomial B(q) is known,
(43) the estimated modet is at least of the same order as the process,

(44) the polynomial B has all zeros inside rhe unit disc.

The stability theorems are important because they give simple and rigorous
analysis of a reasonable adaptivc problems. The assumptions required are,
however, very restrictive.

The assumption A1 means for discrete systems that the time delay is
known with a resolution of one sampling period. This is not unreasonable. For
continuous time systems the assumption means that the slope of the high
frequency asymptote of the Bode diagram is known. Together with essumption
(42) it also means that the phase is known at high frequencies. tf this is the

case, it is possible to design a robust high gain regu¡ator for the probtem, see

Horowitz (1963), Horowitz and sidi (1923). For many systems like flexible
aircraft, electromechanical servos and flexible robots, the main difficulty in
control is the uncertainty of the dynamics at high frequencies, see Stein (1990).

Tt¡e assumption A2 was believed necessary for a while. A clever
demonstration that this was not the case was publlshed by Nussbaum (19g3).

Further exploration of Nussbaums results have given rise to the notion of
universal stabilizers which will be discussed in more detail below.

Assumption A3 is very restrictive, since it implies that the estimated model

must be at least as complex as the true system. which may be nonlinear with
distributed parameters. Almost all control systems are in fact designed based on

strongly sirnplified models. High frequency dynamics are often neglected in the

simplified models. It is therefore very important that a design ¡¡ethod can cope

with model uncertainty, see Horowitz {1963). It was demonstrated by Rohrs et

al. (1982) that ¡nstabi¡ities could easily bc generared if rhe assumprion A3 ¡s

violated. This has generated a lot of research into the robustness of adaptive

Fig. 8. Parameter tralectories of a model reference
adaptive system with measurement noise.

be arbitrarily high if the initial conditions are chosen appropriately. This does

not give rise to any problems in the nominal case. If the pr-ocess to be

controlled has additional dynamics which is not modeled by (15) like timedelays it
may, however, be unstable when the feedback gain is sufficiently high. The

closed loop system will then be unstable for sufficiently large initial values of
the parameters as is shown in Fig. 78, We can thus conclude that the adaptive

system designed for a first order plant may be unstable when applied to a

system with more complicated dynamics.

The case when there is measurement noise is shown in Fig. 8. The effect

of measurement noise is ttrat there will be a drif¡ along the equilibrium line. The

feedback gain will thus increase continuously This will not give rise to

difficulties in the nominal case. A plant with more complicated dynamics may,

however, become unstable for high gains.

Having described the instability mechanisms we can now also discuss

various meesures used to improve the robustness. ln Egardt (1979) it is shown

that stability can, roughly speaking, be guaranteed even in the presence of

disturbances by imposing one of the conditions

a) Parameters are bounded-

b) The parameters are not updated if the errors are small.

It seems intuitively reasonablc that these conditions will help in the example

discussed by keeping the peraEetcrs bounded *e ."n avoid that the feedback

Arlapration. Auto-Tuning and Smart Controls
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The closed toop system is then described by (9) with

e - [r -y]T

6 - [k. *"]t

lf the command signal r is a step and if the adaptation is sufficiently small it was

shown in Ä.ström (1984) that the parameters follow the traiectories shown in

Fig. 7A. A characteristic feature is that the equilibrium is not unique. The

parâmeters can settle anywhere on the half-line shown in Fig. 7A- The reeson

for this is that the command signal is a step, which gives reliable information

about the steady state gain. Tbe parameters moves towerds the equilibrium along

arcs which are approximately circular. Notice also thet the feedback gain k" can
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control. Several modifications of the algorithms have been proposed to improve

robustness. One idea is to introduce a term -ae to the right hand side of (8).

This is called "leakage". Another idea is to filter the error and the regression
vector 9 in (8). A third idea is to introduce nontinear modifications of the

estimation algorithm. These issues are discussed at length in the monograph

(Kosut et al., 1986).-

Assumption A4 is also crucial. Il arises from the necessity to have a

model, which is linear in the parameters. It follows from the discussion in the

Appendix that this is possibte only if B- - bO. ln other words the underlying

desígn method is based on cancellatlon of all process zeros. Such a design will
not work even for systems with known constant parameters if the system has

an unstable inverse.

The analysis by Egardt (1979) also applies to the case when there are

disturbances. Egardt has given counterexamples which show that modifications of

the algorithms or additional assurnptions are necessary if there are

disturbances. One possibility is to bound the parameter estimates a priori for
example by introducing a saturation in the estimator. Another possibility is to
introduce a dead zone in the estimator which keeps the estimates constant if the

residuals are small. These results also hold for continuous time systems as has

also been shown by Peterson and Narendra (1982).

Instabilitv Mechanisms

Apart from the stability proofs it is also useful to have an understanding

of the mechanisms that may create instability. To develop this insight we will
consider a simple model reference adaptive control problem which is described

by the equations

Y - G(P)u

u =0TI
(e)d0

ãî " - ¡<çe

e "y_ym

where u is the process input, y the process output, v,o the desired
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Fig. 7. Parameter trajectories for a model reference edaptive system with
two parameters. Figure 7A shows the nominal case where the plãnt is of
first order. Figure 78 shows the case when the plant is of higher order.

nominal plant be characterized by

c1s) =;f
and the rnodel by

b

( 1s)

model
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output, e the error and 0 a vector of adjustabl€ parameters. The transfer
function of the process is G and p r d/dt denotes the differential operator. The
corDponents of the vector g are functions of the command signal, the system
input and output. lt follows from (9) that

å* * n*[o(o)çro] = rçy, (1o)

This equation gives insight into the behavior of the system.

slow adeptation. Assume first thåt the adeptat¡on loop is much slower
than the process dynamics. The parameters then change much slower thãn the
regressive vector and the term G(p)gTe in (g) can then be approximated by its
average
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where I is the identity Earrix and K is given by

IK. kpò eo

is the equivalent adaptive loop gain. The stability can then be determined by a
simple root-locus argument.

For sufficiently targe ktblro ,n" system will always be unstable if rhe
pole-excess of G(s) is larger than or equat to 2. Also notice thet the equivalent
gain K is proportional to ejeo. The equivalent gain cen thus be made arbitrarily
large by choosing the command signat targe enough. Ir thus seems intuitivety
clear that the adaptive system can be made unstable by making the command
signal large enough.

once the source of the difficulty is recognized it is easy to find a remedy.
Since the equivalent gain K in the adaptive loop is too targe because of its signal
dependence, one possibility is simply to modify the parameter updating taw to

d0k
ãT=--T-ee

r+rp (p

Equation (13) then holds with

T
K=k W=

L+çLç

The equivalent gain in the adaptation toop is then bounded and the parameters 0

will change arbitrarily slow for all signal levels. The actuat value of the k can be

chosen based on a simple root-locus argument for (14).

The modification of the parameter updating law has been used by many
authors e.g. Narendra and Lin (1980). It is atso worthwhite to note that a taw of
this type is obtained automatically when adaptive laws are derived from
recursive estimation, see Ãström (1983b). The high gain instability mechanism is

the same as the one discussed in Cyr et al- (1983).

An Fxample

Many of the robustness issues can be illustrated by a simple example.

consider model reference adaptive control of a first order system. Let the

c(p)çre " ¡ffi1q1u (1r)

Notice that the regression vector depends on the parameters. The fouowing
approximation to (10) is then obtained

de
aî + ke(0)[c(p)rr(e)]e - keym (t2l

This is the normal situation because the adaptive algorithm is motivated by the
fact the parameters change slower than the other variables in the system under
this assumption. Notice, however, thet it is not easy to guarantee this.

Equation (12) is stable if k9[c{p)eT] is positíve. This is true e.g. if G is SpR
and if the input signal is persistently exciting.

Fast Adaptation. The approximation (12) is based on the assumption that
the parameters 0 change much stower than the other systeru variables. tf the
parameters 6 change faster than I then (1O) can be approximated by

$f * t,aerclp)o r key,n (13)

A linearization for constant 9o strows that the stability is governed by the
algebraic equation

det[sl *tçoçãc(s]l-sn-1[s+Kc(s)] -o (14]


